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Popular Rumour in Revolutionary Paris, 1792-1794

2017-12-19

this book examines the impact of rumour during the french revolution offering a new approach to
understanding the experiences of those who lived through it focusing on paris during the most radical
years of the jacobin republic it argues that popular rumour helped to shape perceptions of the
revolution and provided communities with a framework with which to interpret an unstable world
lindsay porter explores the role of rumour as a phenomenon in itself investigating the way in which the
informal authority of the word on the street was subject to a range of historical and contemporary
prejudices drawing its conclusions from police reports and other archival sources this study examines
the potential of rumour both to unite and to divide communities as rumour and hearsay began to play
an important role in defining and judging personal commitment to the revolution and what it meant to
be a citizen

Rumors

2017-07-12

rumors may be the oldest medium of mass communication of information or ideas even before there were
newspapers radio or television rumors communicated by word of mouth made and shattered
reputations and set off riots and wars yet contrary to predictions rumors continue to thrive in spite
of and parallel to mass media what accounts for the puzzling persistence and continuing significance
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of this little studied social phenomenon jean no el kapferer examines the theory and practice of rumors
focusing on specific areas such as entertainment criminal behavior business and finance and politics he
describes the kinds of conditions that give birth to rumors why we believe them and the hidden messages
they convey kapferer points out that rumors frequently serve useful social purposes and present rich
examples he speculates about how rumors can be controlled changed and prevented drawing upon
contributions of disciplines ranging from psychology to history and integrating the insights of
europeans with the latest work of american researchers this is the most comprehensive examination of
rumors gossip and urban legends yet published translated into nine languages this edition was updated
with advances in theory and research since the book s original french publication in 1987 its brisk
accessible style makes the book of interest to psychologists economists political scientists
sociologists and folklore analysts as well as the general reader who is curious about the origins of
this fascinating social phenomenon

Crowd and Rumour in Shakespeare

2016-04-22

in this study the author offers new interpretations of shakespeare s works in the context of two
major contemporary notions of collectivity the crowd and rumour the plays illustrate that rumour
and crowd are mutually dependent they also betray a fascination with the fact that crowd and
rumour make individuality disappear shakespeare dramatizes these mechanisms relating the crowd to
class conflict to rhetoric to the theatre and to the organization of the state and linking rumour to
fear to fame and to philosophical doubt paying attention to all levels of collectivity wiegandt
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emphasizes the close relationship between the crowd onstage and the elizabethan audience he argues
that there was a significant and sometimes precarious metatheatrical blurring between the crowd on
the stage and the crowd around the stage in performances of crowd scenes the book s focus on crowd
and rumour provides fresh insights on the central problems of some of shakespeare s most
contentiously debated plays and offers an alternative to the dominant tradition of celebrating
shakespeare as the origin of modern individualism

Rumours of Revolt

2021-03-15

this book explores the reception of foreign news during the dutch revolt and the french wars of
religion shedding new light on the connections between these conflicts and demonstrating the emergence
of critical news audiences

Making Rumours

2012-03-05

inside the making of one of the biggest selling albums of all time fleetwood mac s rumours fleetwood
mac s classic 1977 rumours album topped the billboard 200 for thirty one weeks and won the album
of the year grammy more recently rolling stone named it the twenty fifth greatest album of all time
and the hit tv series glee devoted an entire episode to songs from rumours introducing it to a new
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generation now for the first time ken caillat the album s co producer tells the full story of what
really went into making rumours from the endless partying and relationship dramas to the creative
struggles to write and record you make loving fun don t stop go your own way the chain and other
timeless tracks tells the fascinating behind the music story of the making of fleetwood mac s rumours
written by the producer who saw it all happen filled with new and surprising details such as stevie
nicks and lindsey buckingham s screaming match while recording you make loving fun how the band coped
with the pressures of increasing success how the master tape nearly disintegrated and the incredible
attention paid to even the tiniest elements of songs from lindsey playing a chair to mick breaking glass
includes eighty black and white photographs

Rumours of a Hurricane

2003-02-06

tragic and hilarious in equal measure tim lott s story of charlie and maureen buck s ailing marriage
and their climb up and down the social ladder during the 1980s is a wonderfully honest portrait of
ordinary people living through an extraordinary time steeped in the decade s cataclysmic events packed
with the crimes and misdemeanours we visit on each another rumours of a hurricane is a powerful tale
of change how we face it and how we don t an outstanding comic novel places the 1980s under
sceptical and merciless scrutiny literary review
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Quantificational Topics

2009-04-08

addressing an issue that has puzzled the linguistics community for many years this book offers a novel
approach to the exceptional wide scope behaviour of indefinites it is the first book explicitly dedicated
to exceptional wide scope phenomena its unique approach offers an explanation for the fact that it is
only a proper subset of the indefinites that shows this exceptional wide scope behaviour the author
draws a careful distinction between genuine and apparent scope readings a distinction that is usually
not taken care of and has thus led to certain confusions in particular it is argued that functional
readings have to be kept strictly apart from non functional ones and that all proposals that use
functional mechanisms to explain the phenomena at hand face severe problems the existing body of
literature on the main issues of the book is thoroughly reviewed this makes the book well suited as
background literature for graduate seminars on those topics

Rumours from the Pit

2021-03-09

i answered the knock at the door to find a young fresh faced chap in a pristine black suit a slim laptop
computer hung from his hand like a briefcase he had government written all over him in the background i
saw the regulation unmarked van stealth black straight from the fourth level laboratory of
amadeus khan inland revenue he said the department sent me outwardly i kept calm but inside i felt the
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old thrill and with a deft move i grabbed my pitchfork from behind the door and nailed him to a veranda
post with a swift and powerful jab don t worry he didn t suffer much

Rumours and Romance: A fake relationship, small town romance

2021-09-23

jackson holt and i have a mutual problem with an obvious solution a fake relationship is the perfect
way for both of us to get what we want the sinfully handsome new veterinarian in dogwood cove
needs to show his boss he s settling down and here to stay so that he can secure his partnership i need
to get my family and friends off my back so i can focus on my busy bakery and open my new cafe
pretending to date each other is no hardship and the answer to our problems two birds one little
white lie of a stone the challenge will be avoiding the very real feelings neither of us see coming
rumours and romance is the perfect fake relationship that leads to real love for fans of steamy small
town love stories with a couple who choose to be child free adorable animals found family friend
groups low angst and high heat romance with a guaranteed hea this is the second book in the dogwood
cove series and can be read as a standalone although the series is best enjoyed if read in order

Farewell My Herring

2021-04-22

ethelred tressider and his agent elsie thirkettle have been invited to lecture on a creative writing
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course at fell hall a remote location in the heart of ragged countryside that even sheep are keen to
shun while ethelred s success as a writer is distinctly average elsie sees this as an opportunity to
scout for new hopefully more lucrative talent but heavy snow falls overnight trapping those early
arrivals inside and tensions are quick to emerge between the assembled group when one of their number
goes missing ethelred leads a search party and makes a gruesome discovery with no phone signal and no
hope of summoning the police can ethelred and elsie identify the killer among them before one of them is
next

Peter the Great

2008-10-01

peter the great 1672 1725 tsar of russia for forty three years was a dramatic appealing and
unconventional character this book provides a vivid sense of the dynamics of his life both public and
private and his reign drawing on his letters and papers as well as on other contemporary accounts
the book provides new insights into peter s complex character giving information on his actions
deliberations possessions and significant fantasy world his many disguises and pseudonyms his interest
in dwarfs his clowning and vandalism it also sheds fresh light on his relationships with individuals
such as his second wife catherine and his favorite alexander menshikov the book includes discussions of
peter s image in painting and sculpture and there are two final chapters on his legacy and posthumous
reputation up to the present
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LATIN 2016: Theoretical Informatics

2016-03-21

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th latin american symposium on theoretical
informatics latin 2016 held in ensenada mexico in april 2016 the 52 papers presented together with 5
abstracts were carefully reviewed and selected from 131 submissions the papers address a variety of
topics in theoretical computer science with a certain focus on algorithms approximation online
randomized algorithmic game theory etc analytic combinatorics and analysis of algorithms automata
theory and formal languages coding theory and data compression combinatorial algorithms
combinatorial optimization combinatorics and graph theory complexity theory computational algebra
computational biology computational geometry computational number theory cryptology
databases and information retrieval data structures formal methods and security internet and the
web parallel and distributed computing pattern matching programming language theory and random
structures

Plus �a Change

2024-04-04

jules dufour a jewish banker in paris devised a complex scheme involving his son armand to save the
family and the family bank from liquidation when germany invaded france in 1940 the scheme worked
but it needed the co operation of sheikh ghassan the amir ruler of abdali umm qasr an oil rich french
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dependency ghassan had reason to believe that at the end of the war his country would gain its
independence and control the oilfield however under pressure from the usa this only happened years
later in a deal negotiated by jules in 1945 sheikh khalil amir from 1965 saw the deal as a betrayal by
jules in 2010 as a very old man he wants revenge which he delegates to his nephew omar head of the
government s it procurement agency khalil induces armand head of the bank from 1955 to open a
subsidiary in abdali umm qasr managed by frederick chapman from the bank s vienna office omar has a
secret hold over frederick s wife laura and can use her if necessary to put pressure on the bank omar
approaches frederick for a huge it loan which is granted without involving laura however he has
planted a flaw in the loan so that it will not be repaid and will destroy the bank he has diverted part
of the loan to his girlfriend trudi s business in vienna where she is one of frederick s customers learning
of a connection between omar trudi and laura frederick asks his wife about this she alerts him to omar
s designs and he discovers the booby trap in the loan but with the bank s reputation and laura s
liberty at stake there is no way out armand long retired appeals to khalil directly khalil won t
listen but has a change of heart when armand tells him that laura khalil s distant relative is being
exploited by omar khalil wanted to damage the bank not destroy it and says that omar has acted
disgracefully he defuses the plot and the bank survives frederick deals with trudi and is revealed as
armand s grandson and the next head of the bank

Management with Online Study Tools 12 Months

2017-10-25

samson daft donnet s management is a robust foundation text providing a balance of broad
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theoretical content with an engaging easy to understand writing style it covers the four key
management functions planning organising leading and controlling conveying to students the elements
of a manager s working day along with current management theory and practice the authors integrate
coverage of innovation entrepreneurship agile workplaces social media and new technology
throughout this sixth edition features a new author on the team and contains updates to content
based on recent research real life local and international examples showcase the ongoing changes in
the management world focusing on a skills approach they bring concepts to life for students
supporting motivation confidence and mastery each part concludes with a contemporary continuing
case study focusing on car company toyota as it faces managerial challenges and opportunities in
the region

The Rumor

2020-01-10

both of us were always in a fight he won over my friends i won in life he always wanted to marry this
girl i ended up calling her my wife people often say things without knowing the consequences and the
ways in which it might affect individuals more often than not the words of folks cut deeper than a
knife and hurt sam a young writer is retrospective on his wedding day due to the way events have
turned out to discover the truth and to realize how things he said 20 years back may lead to his
downfall in near future what will be done by sam to recover from this trauma with none of his family
members and friends by his side
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Combinatorial Optimization and Applications

2014-11-13

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th international conference on combinatorial
optimization and applications cocoa 2014 held on the island of maui hawaii usa in december 2014 the
56 full papers included in the book were carefully reviewed and selected from 133 submissions topics
covered include classic combinatorial optimization geometric optimization network optimization
optimization in graphs applied optimization csonet and complexity cryptography and games

Psychological Warfare

1955

score plus question bank cbse sample paper with model test papers in informatics practices for class
12 term 1 examination as per the latest reduced bifurcated syllabus for term i examination to be held
in november december 2021 chapterwise multiple choice questions chapterwise case study based
multiple choice questions the latest cbse sample question paper for term i examination to be held in
november december 2021 5 model test papers based on the latest cbse sample question paper for term i
examination goyal brothers prakashan
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Score Plus Question Bank & CBSE Sample Paper With Model Test
Papers in Informatics Practices For Class 12 (Term 1) Examination

2021-10-10

this study combines ideas from many different disciplines and historical periods to yield a broad and
penetrating analysis of t s eliot s thinking about the relation between the material and spiritual
worlds lockerd demonstrates that eliot developed a poetic theory based on his antidualistic belief
that mind and matter are not entirely separate a theory that emphasizes natural symbols such as the
elements and the seasonsnonarbitrary symbols rooted in our physical experience the book thus offers
a forceful response to those who would see eliot as a precursor of so called postmodern literary
theory instead lockerd finds in eliot s poetic theory and practice an attempt to achieve what is called
in four quartets the impossible union of spheres of existence

Aethereal Rumours

1998

one of british crime writing s hidden jewels time out at 19 years old denise prior knew little about
criminals and even less about the law in hindsight only her innocence was to blame for her affair with
detective inspector colin harpur that same innocence led to a friendship with ballet student helen
surtees live in lover of harpur s number one informer jack lamb it wasn t until later that the guns
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came out for the raid on the link street sub post office the tip off had come from jack lamb and harpur
wanted to be there but the link street shoot out changed everything and harpur s actions made denise
the only possible victim for a cruel and terrible revenge

Gospel

2013-05-14

as deputy editor of the glamorous fille magazine in london lisa lassiter had almost passed up the
chance of a weekend on a billionaire s yacht off the coast of mykonos but her best friend claudia
hemmingway on her way to becoming one of the hottest movie stars on the planet could be very
persuasive when she wanted something not only would they get there by private jet she d told lisa
they would also get to rub shoulders with vip guests not least a famous hollywood film producer
it would be a weekend of fun sunshine champagne and partying and it was all of those things until it
wasn t lisa has spent ten years trying to get past that weekend if she has learnt anything it is that
unfinished business and secrets always work their way to the surface moving on is one thing
forgetting is another and forgiving well where to start

Plus One

2018-09-01

scaramouche plus bardelys the magnificent by rafael sabatini for the first time these two great
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classics together for the price of 1 rafael sabatini was a prolific italian writer who wrote his
novels of romance and high adventure in english several of these very successful novels were made
into notable films scaramouche a romance of the french revolution set during the french revolution
this classic novel of swashbuckling adventure and sweeping romance is also a thought provoking
commentary on class inequality and the individual s role in society scaramouche the unforgettable
clown is a comic figure with a very serious message scaramouche is a story that has become rafael
sabatini s enduring legacy in the words of one reader scaramouche is a tale of revenge an astonishing
tour de force every single page seethes with incident color and detail bardelys the magnificent an
absorbing story of love and adventure in france of the early seventeenth century bardelys the
magnificent is the tale of sieur marcel de saint pol marquis of bardelys and those things which befell
him in languedoc in the year of the rebellion one of the most stirring tales sabatini ever wrote

Scaramouche Plus Bardelys the Magnificent

2013-02-14

a revolutionary rethinking of everything we know about power it shapes every interaction we have
whether we re trying to get a two year old to eat green vegetables or ask for a promotion at work
but how do we really gain power and what does it do to us as renowned psychologist dacher keltner
reveals the new science of power shows that our machiavellian view of status is wrong influence
comes not to those who are ruthless but to those with socially intelligence and empathy yet
ironically the seductions of success lead us to lose those very qualities that made us powerful in
the first place keltner draws on fascinating case studies to illuminate this power paradox revealing
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how it shapes not just companies and elections but everyday relationships as his myth busting
research shows power and powerlessness distorts our behaviour affecting whether or not we will
have an affair break the law drive recklessly or find our purpose in life in twenty original power
principles keltner shows how we can retain power by maintaining a focus on others by redefining power
as the ability to do good the power paradox turns everything we know about influence status and
inequality upside down

The Power Paradox

2016-05-17

this is another entertaining laugh out loud mesmerizing and completely original installment in an
excellent series booklist starred review when a major drugs dealer seeks vengeance for the death of his
family policemen harpur and iles must do all they can to prevent a bloodbath following the murder of
his wife and son tycoon drugs dealer mansel shale is determined to get vengeance and he wants another
drugs baron ralph ember to help him having heard of the movie strangers on a train in which two men
agree to undertake each other s murders as a way of preventing detection shale suggests he and ralph
should have a similar arrangement and ralph is in no position to refuse when he learns of the plan
assistant chief constable desmond iles fears that if things go wrong the hard won peace he and harpur
have established in the city will be seriously threatened the two top policemen find they have their
work cut out to limit the damage and restore tranquillity
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First Fix Your Alibi

2016-04-01

an ordinary girl thrown into an extraordinary life england have made it to the world cup in spain and
damien can t wait to see his friends playing for their country but a last minute injury means he may get
to do more than just watch his seventeen year old girlfriend amy has been trying to get her life back on
track but when a spanish summer is calling what s a wag to do

World Cup WAGS

2010-06-03

prime time comprehension ages 8 10 is one title in a three book series in each book are 20 varied and
interesting original texts for each text there are comprehension questions encompassing three different
levels of reasoning and a related activity foreword

Prime-time Comprehension Ages 11 plus

2011

from the makers of the uk s best football magazine year in year out match remains the bestselling
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football annual and is what footy fans everywhere put at the top of their christmas wishlist inside
the annual you can pick your world dream team check out the wonderkids who ll rip up the prem in
2016 and find out everything you need to know about bale sanchez neymar hazard aguero ronaldo
and messi plus it s packed with awesome facts cool posters 18 brain busting quizzes fut legends mad
pics bonkers lookalikes crazy cartoons and loads more all for 7 99 don t miss it

Match Annual 2016

2015-09-24

a guide to getting new employees recruited oriented and productive fast onboarding a growing trend in
the business community is a focused methodology that gets people in new roles up to speed quickly
and efficiently this book guides you through a process that enables you to recruit orient and enable
your new employees to get the job done learn how to inspire and encourage your new employees to
deliver better results faster george bradt and mary vonnegut s onboarding helps ensure that your
new employees are productive and efficient from day one you ll learn how to help them assimilate into
your corporate culture and accelerate their learning onboarding is one of the hottest trends in
business this is the first book about onboarding george bradt is a leading speaker and consultant and
the author of the new leader s 100 day action plan for business leaders and managers who want well
trained responsive efficient and effective employees onboarding helps you get the best from your new
employees
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Microsystems

1984-04

this digital bundle of the fiona silk mystery series presents mary jane maffini s celebrated sleuth
stories lament for a lounge lizard and too hot to handle in a unique two book edition

Onboarding

2009-09-08

the museum of contemporary art might be the most advanced recording device ever invented it is a place
for the storage of historical grievances and the memory of forgotten artistic experiments social
projects or errant futures but in late nineteenth and early twentieth century russia this recording
device was undertaken by artists and thinkers as a site for experimentation arseny zhilyaev s avant
garde museology presents essays documenting the wildly encompassing progressivism of this period by
figures such as nikolai fedorov aleksandr rodchenko kazimir malevich alexander bogdanov and others
many which are translated from the russian for the first time here the urgent question is how might the
contents of the museum be reanimated so as to transcend even the social and physical limits imposed on
humankind contributors david arkin vladimir bekhterev alexander bogdanov osip brik vasiliy chekrygin
leonid chetyrkin nikolai druzhinin nikolai fedorov pavel florensky r n frumkina m s ilkovskiy v i karmilov
v karpov valentin kholtsov p n khrapov yuriy kogan natalya kovalenskaya nadezhda krupskaya s p
lebedyansky a f levitsky vera leykina leykina svirskaya ivan luppol kazimir malevich andrey platonov
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nikolay punin aleksandr rodchenko yuriy samarin i f sheremet andrey shestakov natan shneerson ivan
skulenko m vorobiev n vorontsovsky boris zavadovsky i m zykov

Fiona Silk Mysteries 2-Book Bundle

2013-08-12

the history of oliver cromwell s short lived commonwealth is a tale of regicide dictatorship internal
conflict and war in seventeenth century britain after defeating king charles i in the english british civil
wars oliver cromwell established the commonwealth of england under this unique experiment in the
governance of britain the three kingdoms of england scotland and ireland were united in the
protectorate with cromwell as lord protector 1649 to 1660 but this ambitious new state would
soon collapse cromwell faced turbulence and problems from all sides there were political religious
and constitutional dilemmas at home and military threats from abroad even from the dutch the
protectorate s natural ally finally with cromwell s death in 1658 and succession of his son the
hapless richard cromwell the failed state collapsed with the restoration of the stuart dynasty in
1660 thus britain returned to royal aristocratic and gentry rule

Rumor and Gossip

1976

a wonderfully entertaining book of american folklore and humor elaine kendall los angeles times book
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review professor jan harold brunvand expands his examination of the phenomenon of urban legends
those improbable believable stories that always happen to a friend of a friend

Avant-Garde Museology

2015-12-15

reviews status of clinical research into physiological and psychiatric problems associated with
abuse of addictive drugs also assesses impact of medical and social programs to treat drug users
and prevent further drug abuse apr 18 hearing was held in fort worth tex and june 13 hearing was
held in san antonio tex

Cromwell's Failed State and the Monarchy

2020-08-19

alf king a small time london loser decides his way to gangland success is to set up his own gang with
his two man gang and the assistance of some real villains he makes it in spite of his domineering wife
martha and making an enemy of pc cuthbertson who unintionally gives alf s criminal rep a big boost
early on
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The Choking Doberman: And Other Urban Legends

2003-12-17

the identification of the occurence and results of warfare in the archaeological records of
prehistoric societies has always been fraught with difficulties this study investigates this prickly
area through the development of a series of correlates resulting in testable models which can be
applied to the archaeological record

Drug Abuse and Proposed Closing of the Fort Worth, Tex., Clinical
Research Center

1969

a genuine presence on the field owen refereed with the perfect balance of respect and authority keith
wood highly respected with vast experience and knowledge owen doyle contributed hugely to the
world of rugby refereeing both on and off the field nigel owens owen doyle was a highly respected
referee who officiated matches with passion commitment knowledge and occasionally some great
humour will carling with a foreword by donal lenihan owen doyle is an irish times columnist and
former irish rugby test match referee here in his frank revealing and often humorous memoir the ref s
call he gives a behind the scenes glimpse into the high pressured world of international rugby from the
processes involved in becoming a referee to officiating in the five nations touring internationals and a
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world cup doyle takes us through the most memorable matches of his career and how following his
retirement he became instrumental in coaching the most successful generation of referees in the irfu s
history covering over forty years of rugby and written in his own inimitable style doyle looks at the
challenges facing modern rugby particularly the issues of concussion and dementia to give a
fascinating insight into the great game told from a unique perspective

Drug Abuse and Proposed Closing of the Fort Worth, Tex., Clinical
Research Center

1969

an acclaimed historian of twentieth century germany provides a vivid account of hitler s rise to
power and its intimate connection to the bavarian capital the immediate aftermath of the great war
and the versailles treaty created a perfect storm of economic social political and cultural factors
which facilitated the rapid rise of adolf hitler s political career and the birth of the national
socialist german worker s party the breeding ground for this world changing evolution was the city
of munich in hitler s munich renowned historian david ian hall examines the origins and growth of hitler
s national socialism through the lens of this unique city by connecting the sites where hitler and his
accomplices built the movement hall offers a clear and concrete understanding of the causes
background motivation and structures of the party hitler s munich is a cultural and political
portrait of the city a biography of the fuhrer and a history of national socialism all three
interacted in this expertly rendered exploration of their interconnections and significance
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Alf King - Gang Boss

2011-06-17

War and Rumours of War

2009

The Ref's Call

2022-10-06

Hitler's Munich

2021-01-18
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